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Unlock insights from
audio data
Speech and natural language processing with HPE,
Intelligent Voice, and NVIDIA
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Secure voice AI for highly regulated
and privacy-sensitive environments
Enhance audio searchability while eliminating privacy
issues associated with processing data in the cloud.
Launch scalable, secure speech recognition capabilities
with fast time to value—on-premises or at the edge.
Of all the data pouring into your organization, audio can be the most challenging to handle.
Transforming voice data into an understandable and searchable format presents unique
challenges. This makes it very difficult to find data in audio files—data that could drive better
decision-making, reduce costs, and enhance compliance and fraud detection.
One of the reasons is that human speech is hard to understand—even for humans. People
don’t tend to speak in neat, complete, and well-structured sentences. Context is important
for comprehension. Regional dialects and idioms can be difficult to understand. Recordings
can suffer from background noise and technical problems. These factors make manual
transcription labor-intensive and costly—a technique reserved for only the most critical files.
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of artificial intelligence (AI) designed to
understand spoken language. But NLP tools are often hindered by the same factors as
outlined above, relying on properly formatted sentences to “understand” what is in a file.
In addition, the heavy processing demands of most NLP solutions drive organizations to
use the cloud to record and store voice data. But with cloud providers acting as the conduit
for all information to and from the consumer, sensitive financial and health information is
vulnerable to breaches.

“The world is producing exponential amounts of data, but most of it has
been rendered unusable. By most estimates, 80% to 90% of the data
in existence is unstructured… locked in scanned documents, email,
video, audio, and social media. NLP has the potential to unlock the
power of Big Data.”1

1

 ractica Research Report, “Natural
T
Language Processing,” Q4 2018
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A better way to process voice data
Ideal use cases
Financial services
• Compliance monitoring
• Fraud detection
• Investigations
Legal
• eDiscovery
• Cost reduction
Customer service/contact centers
• Quality of service
• Call monitoring
• Service optimization
Sports
• Live communication monitoring
• Post-game analysis

HPE, Intelligent Voice (IV), and NVIDIA® are working together to deliver secure, optimized
speech and NLP solutions tuned to transform unstructured audio data into a rich set
of semantic data for instant insight and intelligence. Deep connection and processing
capabilities allow for data to flow directly to your preferred platform, search-ready for review
and analysis. These scalable solutions:
• Can be deployed on a single edge-based server for off-network or highly localized
use cases, or in a fully redundant, multi-tier environment to maximize scalability and
throughput
• Give you complete control over security, privacy, and jurisdiction
• Allow your workforce, customers, and partners to interact with devices with the utmost
privacy, for greater confidence and a more robust user experience
The combination of Intelligent Voice’s expertise in speech recognition with HPE’s highly
optimized hardware and NVIDIA’s experience in machine learning and graphics processing
unit (GPU) technology has perfected the ability to turn audio into smart data.

Speech-to-text + NLP workflow

Harness audio data with AI-enabled natural language processing
Language model, pronunciation dictionary, grammar, and vocabulary
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How will you use speech and NLP?
Speech and NLP lends itself to use cases across multiple verticals. Each speech and NLP
system is individually designed and trained to incorporate your unique needs and lexicon, for
the most accurate results.
Financial services
Monitoring email, IM, and audio is a regulatory requirement for many financial institutions.
The speech and NLP solution from HPE, IV, and NVIDIA integrates easily into surveillance
workflows via flexible APIs and built-in connectors. NVIDIA GPUs enable audio to be quickly
processed in a highly efficient hardware footprint.
Legal
Video and audio are tough and time-consuming for legal teams to review. Speech and NLP
solutions from HPE, IV, and NVIDIA help law firms transcribe and analyze data in a secure
environment, freeing up valuable lawyer time and cutting discovery costs. With connectors
and APIs into leading legal platforms, the solution makes reviewing audio as easy as any
other document.
Customer service/contact centers
As the “voice of the customer” becomes increasingly important, many companies want to
be able to better analyze customer calls. The speech and NLP solution from HPE, IV, and
NVIDIA allows you to process data quickly, efficiently, and securely—on the edge or in the
data center. Easy-to-use APIs enable you to quickly make voice data a key part of your AI
analysis pipeline.
Sports
Sports teams rely on a wealth of real-time data to change tactics on the fly. In many cases,
this data is radio chatter at a sports venue. The speech and NLP solution from HPE, IV, and
NVIDIA captures and transcribes data as it happens, across multiple radio channels, and
on the edge—“ringside” as it were. The data can be used in real time and stored for further
analysis once the event is over.

Speech and NLP solutions in action
SmartTranscript is NLP contextualization and transcription rolled into one. It allows users to
quickly understand what is in a transcribed document, with just a glance at the topics pane.
The following example demonstrates how quickly you can understand an audio file using
SmartTranscript, without ever listening to it or trying to read the transcript.
Taxes in Texas: SmartTranscript makes it easy to understand the context of the
conversation
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Solutions for speech and NLP with HPE, Intelligent Voice, and NVIDIA
HPE Pointnext
Services

Workshop: One-day workshop
helps you select a use case aligned
to your priorities and available data

Speech and
NLP software

Intelligent Voice
• High-speed automatic speech recognition (ASR): Lightning-fast speech-to-text
• Domain-specific language model building: Accelerates learning and accuracy
• Biometric identification and search: Voice ID
• Live call monitoring: Catch anomalies in real-time
• PCI redaction: Automatically remove payment card information from audio recordings
• Advanced language detection for English and non-English: Identify and apply the correct language
• SmartTranscript: Search what’s said
• Topic extraction: Highlight what’s important
• Sentiment analysis: Behavioral analysis of human speech
• Super search: Both transcript and lattice for full coverage
• API based integration: Let our features enhance yours

Training

Infrastructure

Proof of value: Delivering first
insights and benefits estimation
on your data

Implementation: Customized,
including knowledge transfer

Training/Inference

Inference

HPE Apollo 6500
System: Enterprise
data center training
supporting NVIDIA
NVLink technology

HPE ProLiant DL380
HPE Edgeline EL8000
Server: Entry data center Converged Edge
training and inference
System: Edge training
and inference

HPE Edgeline
EL1000/4000
Converged
Edge Systems: Edge
inference

NVIDIA® Tesla® V100
SXM2 GPUs: Ultimate
deep learning for
training performance
and scale-up

NVIDIA Tesla V100
PCIe GPUs:
Training with light
inference

NVIDIA T4 GPUs:
Low power, low profile,
optimized for scale-out
and mainstream
enterprise acceleration

or

NVIDIA® T4 GPUs:
Inference with light
training
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Best-in-class people, technology, and partners
HPE is your one-stop, global partner, providing the right infrastructure and economics along
with expertise and a partner ecosystem that create real value, fast.
Best people
• Teams at HPE have years of expertise delivering projects across multiple technologies and
workloads.
• The experts from HPE Pointnext Services can help you get started on your NLP project
with a one-day strategic workshop or pilot program. They can also help with data
preparation, integration, transcription, and classification and IT integration, deployment,
and support.
Best technology
• HPE provides the most complete, AI-optimized infrastructure, from edge to cloud, with
the broadest range of core computing solutions and recognized leadership in high
performance computing, including AI.
• AI solutions from HPE leverage your comprehensive portfolio of software, hardware, and
storage, integrated and optimized to simply work better together.
• HPE technology is time-tested and enterprise-grade, providing security, remote access,
and high availability with performance management tools and processes.
• HPE servers and systems support NVIDIA T4 and Tesla V100 Tensor Core GPUs for
advanced AI workloads.
Best partners
• The HPE open partner ecosystem enables edge-to-core AI architectures that are tuned,
validated, and performance-optimized for target use cases and ISVs.
• Intelligent Voice Speech Analysis software provides powerful, comprehensive NLP
capabilities, optimized to eliminate privacy issues associated with the cloud.
• NVIDIA Tesla V100 and T4 Tensor Core GPU technology accelerates processing, providing
the power for complex audio analytics.
Finally, let HPE help you execute your AI strategy fast, cost-effectively, and with less risk
with HPE GreenLake. This consumption-based IT model focuses on outcome-based
consumption, while radically simplifying IT and freeing up resources—you pay only for actual
metered usage.

Start listening more effectively, today
Unlock the valuable insights hidden in audio data while maintaining security and privacy.
Contact your HPE or authorized representative to learn more.

Make the right purchase
decision. Click here to
chat with our presales
specialists.

Learn more at
hpe.com/ai

Share now
Get updates
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